Past, present and future of Asian lacquer: urushi from art to electronics

Date and venue of the event

December 12, 2022

Time

Japan Standard Time
15:30-18:40 (oral session, open to all registered participants),
19:30-20:30 (roundtable, invitation only)

Central European Time
7:30-10:40 (oral), 11:30-12:30 (roundtable)

Venue: Hybrid event

• Online: Zoom
• Physical venue: Seminar room B1, Research Administration Building (#61),
  Yoshida campus, Kyoto University

Program

Welcome remarks (15:30-15:40),
Francesca PINCELLA and Erika FORTE

First oral session (15:40-17:10), chair: FORTE

• SHIMODE Yutaro, Professor, Kyoto Sangyo University
• NISHATANI Yuuta, Student, Kyoto University
• OTANI Ikue, Professor, Kyoto University
• Ilaria BONADUCE, Professor, University of Pisa

Second oral session (17:20-18:20), chair: PINCELLA

• HASHIMOTO Yuki, Professor, University of Tsukuba
• Diego TAMBURINI, Scientist, British Museum
• Victor EROKHIN, Professor, IMEM-CNR and University of Parma

Closing remarks (18:20-18:40),
NAKAMURA Masaharu and MINEO Keito

Organized by
Francesca PINCELLA, MINEO Keito, WU Beiling, and NAKAMURA Masaharu,
Institute for Chemical Research, Kyoto University
Erika FORTE, Institute for Research in Humanities, Kyoto University

Supported by
Kyoto University Research Administration Center
Center for the Promotion of Interdisciplinary Education and Research

Contact
urush.team@gmail.com

Register at
(no charge)
https://forms.gle/KcQTDNkCIVTpoZV9